
5 Ways the Contemporary Skating Movement 
Educates the Whole Person 

Or: How to Pitch Contemporary Skating to Academically-Minded Parents 

Motivation and Attention 
can be harnessed and improved when working towards performance goals. Training 
in the performing arts has been correlated with improved motivation and attention in 
academic areas. 
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Spatial Awareness 
is correlated with academic success, especially in STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Math) fields. One way it can be improved is through training in 
movement and choreography skills. 

Musical Training 
has been shown to enhance mathematical ability; contemporary skating develops 
musicality and connects music to movement. 

Observational Learning Skills 
are improved by learning skating/dance movement and by training the brain to pick 
up choreography; this improvement in observational learning skills transfers to other 
areas of study. 

Overall Brain Function 
is improved by regular exercise!  Movement improves blood flow to the brain and 
stimulates the release of proteins that help brain cells function and develop. Exercise 
has been shown to boost executive functioning (attention, behavior, working memory, 
etc) and learning. 
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7 Ways We Can Use Education Theory            
to Teach Contemporary Skating 

Understand and Apply Differentiated Instruction 
Present information in multiple modes and use flexible means of assessing whether skaters 
understand. Recognize that every skater will gain something different from the lesson in the 
context of their abilities and goals. 

REFERENCES: See reverse 

Create a Positive Learning Environment 

Remember the Power of High Expectations 
Studies have shown that high expectations can improve success. Find the sweet spot of high 
interest plus the right amount of challenge (“optimally challenging”, “zone of proximal 
development”, or “desirable difficulty”). A positive learning environment is not simply laid back 
and carefree – it includes high expectations and high levels of achievement.  

Encourage Mastery Goals and Growth Mindset 
Learning a skill well or creating something that the skater is proud of (mastery goals) should be 
emphasized over winning or being the best (performance goals). Emphasize that skaters can 
improve their abilities with effort and that learning takes time. 

Connect to the Big Picture 
Skaters need to see the big picture before focusing on the small details; they need to understand 
why the skills that they are learning are important. 

Allow for Processing Time 
The brain needs time to process information. Skaters will retain things better when they are 
given instructions and new information in small pieces with time for practice, breaks, and 
assimilation of meaning. 

Teach skaters to read patterns, use the proper vocabulary for anatomy, biomechanics, and 
choreography. Train skaters to be flexible in their learning styles (listening, watching, and doing). 
Create these connections in their brains to improve their literacy in and beyond the sport. 
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Use Multimodal Communication to Enhance Learning and Growth 

Emotion has a large effect on cognitive ability. Develop a strong relationship between coach and 
skater. Create an environment where it is safe (both physically and emotionally) to fail, and 
where skaters can learn from their mistakes. 


